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Abxtracl 
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iteration, Theoretical Computer Science 80 ( 1991 ) 203-225. 

Sets whose members are enumerated by some Turin$ machine are called recursively enumerable. 
We define a set to be po(rnomially enumerahle hy iteration if its members are e~cientlr enumerated 
by iterated application of some Turin8 machine. We prove that many complex sets--including 
all exponential-time complete s¢:.,, all NP-complete sets yet obtained by direct construction, and 
the complements of all such sets--are polynomially enumen'able by iteration. These results follow 
from more general results. In fact. we show that all recursi~,ely enumerabl¢ sets that are 

['.,,-sel.freducihle are polynomially enumerable by iteration, and that all recursive sets that are 
~'.,,-wl[reducihle i.ire bi-enumerable. We also ,how thai when Ihe ~ ~'.,-self-reduction is via a 

function whose inverse is computable in polynomial time, then the above results hold with the 
polynomial enumeration gi,,en by a function whose inverse is computable in pol.~nomial time. In 
the final section of the paper we show that ato NP.complete set can be iteratively enumerated in 
lexicographically increasing order unless the polynomial time hierarchy collapses to N P. We also 
show that the sets that are monotonically bi-¢~merable arc "'essentially" the ~,ame as the sets in 
parity polynomial time. 

I. Introduction to enumerabilily by iteration 

C o m p u t a t i o n a l  c o m p l e x i t y  t h e o r y  has  c o n v e n t i o n a l l y  c o n c e n t r a t e d  o n  ,he  c o m -  

p lexi ty  o f  the  membership p r o b l e m  o f  a p a r t i c u l a r  set  o r  c lass  o f  sets.  Th i s  p a p e r  
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follows an alternate approach; we study the complexity of  enumerating the elements 
of possibly complex sets. This approach reflects a newly emergent theme in computa- 
tional complexity theory: sets with high membership complexity do not perforce 
lack efficient algorithms for other fundamental operations in the set [ 14, 19]. 

In this paper, we show that many provably complex sets are enumerable by 
iteration in polynomial time. Other papers following the same paradigm show that 
complex sets often have efficient algorithms to perfectly hash [12], to near-test 
membership [11, 14], to pad [6, 36], to judge likelihood of  set membership [45], 
and to implicitly check membership [24]. Efficient approximation algorithms can 
also be viewed as falling within this paradigm [13, 7]. 

This paper defines polynomial enurnerability by iteretion in analogy with a 
recursion-theoretic characterization of  recursive enumerability. By definition, a set 
is recursively enumerable if there is a partial recursive function that "generates" or 
"'enumerates" the set (see, e.g., [42, Chap. 5, 28, Section 7.7]). One way of  formulating 
this is to do the enumeration iteratively [20, 51 ]. A set S is recursively enumerable 
if S = 0 or if there is a Turing machine F (computing partial recursive function f )  
such that: 

(I) i f x c S  then F(x)  halts, and 
(2) there is an x,,c S such that S=  {x . , f ( .~ . ) , f ( f ( x . ) )  . . . .  }. 

By analogy we say that a set S is polynomially enumerable by iteration (i-enumerable) 
if there is a Turing machine F (computing function f )  such that: 

( I ) if x c S then F(x)  halts in polynomial time (that is, in less than p(Ixl) steps), 
and 

(2) there is an x,,E S such that S={x , , f ( x , , ) , f ( f ( x , , ) )  . . . .  }. 
This gives a uniform, efficient way to iteratively enumerate the elements of  S. ~ 

If one adds to the iterative characterization just given of  the recursively enumerable 
sets the requinement that the iterating function be total, one obtains the recursion- 
theoretic notion of  a splinter. That is, a set S is a splinter [51] (see also [37]) if: 

there is an initial element .~c,, and a total recursive function f (the 
splinter function), such that S = {x, , , f(x.) , f( f( .)c, ,)) , . . .} .  

Splinters were widely used in classical recursive function theory twenty to thirty 
years ago, and they proved particularly helpful in analyzing reducibilities (see, e.g., 
[56-58]). What we shall see in this paper is the converse. In a polynomial setting, 
reducibilities, and in particular self-reducibilities, give powerful tools for showin;z 
that sets are iteratively enumerable in polynomial time. 

Before proceeding, we should note that in the recursion-theoretic setting, splinters 
do not characterize the class of  recursively enumerable sets. By requiring that the 
iterating, or enumeratixlg, function be total, we obtain only a subset of  the recursively 

A related but di,,tinct re,,earch .,tream ,,tudie?, the complexity o f  generating single elements from 
complex ~et,,. In particular. ",ludit', ha~e been made o f  the complexit) o f  generating random elements 
131l. o f  generating "',oked'" hard clement, [ I I, and of  linding test dala [39, 43 ]. 
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enumerable sets.: Furthermore, if we require that the enumerating function, f, be 
one.one and total, then, as shown by the following classic result of  Myhill, we 
obtain a characterization of  the paddable sets (which are often called cylinders): a 
nonempty set is a one-one splinter if and only if it is a recursively enumerable 
cylinder [37]. 

We should note that analogies between recursion-theoretic concepts and com- 
plexity-theoretic notions are notoriously slippery, and in a polynomial setting there 
is no difference between a total function computable in polynomial time and a 
partial function computable in polynomial time (since one can add a clock to the 
function). Thus, our i enumerable sets might be regarded either as an analog of  the 
recursively enumerable sets or of  splinters. What we shall see is that in a polynomial 
setting something intermediate happens. For example, although the "'if" direction 
o f  Myhilrs theorem fails in a polynomial setting, in Section 4 we prove that the 
"only if" direction not only holds, but can be substantially strengthened: all 
recursively enumerable sets having a one.one, polynomial-time computable function 
that both preserves membership and is size-increasing are i-enumerable, it follows 
that all exponential-time complete sets are bi-enumerable (i.e, there is a single 
polynomial enumerator that enumerates both the set and its complement), as are 
the/(-creative sets with one-one honest productive functions, the recursive sets with 
honest padding, and all standard NP-complete sets. Furthermore, all recursively 
enumerable sets with honest padding functions are i-enumerable. 

For sets that are self-reducible via a one-one function that is length.increasing 
and invertible in polynomial time, Section 5 proves a stronger and more difficult 
result: Recursively enumerable sets that are self-reducible via such a reduction are 
i-enumerable via a polynomial-time invertible enumeration function. As a con- 
sequence, all recursively enumerable polynomial-time cylinders are invertibly i- 
enumerable. Similarly, we obtain bi-enumerability results via invertible iterating 
functions for recursive sets. 

Beyond invertibility, one might ask if i-enumerable sets can be enumerated via 
lexicographically monotonically increasing functions. Section 6 presents evidence 
that ZL'-complete sets lack monotonic enumerators: if any ZL'-complete set is 
monotonically i-enumerable, then '~L' -- I'll'. Moreover, we show that the class o f  sets 
that are monotonically bi-enumerable is "'essentially" (in this case, up to one-one 
reductions) the same a.~ parity polynomial time. 

:2. Relation to other notions of  enumeration 

This section discusses and compares i-enumerability to other definitions that have 
been proposed to capture the intuitive notion of  a "polynomially enumerable set." 

' It is easy to see that when the iterating function, .L is required to be total, any splinter of  l must 
either be cofinite or its complement  must have an infinite r.e. subset; i.e., a splinter cannot be a simple 
set, so not ever)' r.e. set is the splinter of  a total recursive function. 
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In view of  the characterization of the recursively enumerable sets by iterated 
applications of  Turing machines, the notion ofi-enumerable sets, which we introduce 
in this paper, can be viewed as one reasonable time-bounded analog of  the recursively 
enumerabl¢ sets--one that has its roots embedded in a particularly clear, simple, 
and intuitively appealing concept of  enumerability. However, as pointed out earlier, 
polynomial-time analogs of  recursion theoretic concepts are notoriously slippery. 
For example, it is well-known that both P and N P n c o N P  can be viewed as an 
appropriate time-bounded analog of the recursive sets. Similarly, there are several 
formulations of  polynomial enumerability that may appropriately be viewed as an 
analog of  recursive enumerability. 

Perhaps the most commonly cited polynomial-time analog of  the r.e. sets is NP. 
Because of  their well-known quantifier characterization [47, 55], sets in NP are 
often appropriately thought of  as an analog of  the recursively enumerable sets. But 
this characterization gives no clear method for giving a polynomial-time enumeration 
of  sets in NP, and so, for our purposes, the quantifier characterization of  NP does 
not give an analog of  enumerabilio,. 

In fact, efficient enumeration of sets has not been much studied in the literature 
of  complexity theory. One common notion of  polynomial-time enumeration, defined 
by Hartmanis and Yesha [30], is P-printability. ~ A set A is P-printable if there i~ a 
polynomial-time Turing maching M that on input 0" prints all elements of  length 
at most n. This definition has several deficiencies that make one hesitate to crown 
it the "right" notion of  polynomial enumerability, particularly if one is looking for 
an analog of the notion of  recursively enumerable. The definition of  P-printability 
allows only polynomial-time computable sets to be enumerable, and, equally 
seriously, allows only sparse sets to be enumerable. Though the sparseness restriction 
can be removed by considering the larger class of  polynomial-time rankable sets 
[16, 29, 27], this larger class still has the limitation of  being a subset of  deterministic 
polynomial time (unlike i-enumerability, which clearly is not). 

Earlier, Young and others defined very general models for enumerations and 
investigated their control structures, orderings, and behaviors in a quite general 
complexity-theoretic setting. In doing so, for any monotonically increasing total 
recursive function t, Young defined an infinite set to be enumerable in time t if 
some Turing machine enumerates the set, and for all n, at least n distinct elements 
of the set are always enumerated within at most t(n) steps [59]; letting t(n) vary 
over all polynomials gives a notion of polynomial enumeration. With this definition, 
for example, one can prove that any translator from one programming system to 
another can change the underlying orders of  the sets being enumerated in only 
certain obvious, and trivial, ways [48]. 

Young's definition [59] has neither of the deficiencies we have cited for P-printable 
sets, but it does have some limitations not shared by i-enumerations. For example, 

The notion o1" P-printahilit~ i~ closely connected to notions of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity 
due Io Adleman. Hartmanis, and Sip~,er [2, 18.46], and has been studied in many papers [26, 4, 3.23]. 
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Young's definition excludes all sub-polynomial ly dense sets (even trivial ones, like 
{12"In c N}, that some people feel are, intuitively, "polynomial  ly enumerable") ,  
and it includes all recursively enumerable sets that have a uniformly polynomial ly 
dense P-printable subset - -even though some such sets have such high membership- 
testing complexity that it appears  that any polynomial  enumerator  (in Young's 
sense) must consecutively output  elements o f  vastly differing sizes. Thus the enumer- 
ation is perhaps not always as "smooth"  as one might like. 

in contrast,  i -enumerabil i ty allows many sub-polynomial ly dense sets. For  
example,  the set { I :" I n ~ N} is i-enumerable,  al though no sub.logari thmically dense 
sets can be i-enumerahle. And, in Theorem 5.1 we show that many sets can be 

i .enumerated in such a way that the enumerator  never outputs an element whose 
size is much different than the size of  its input. On the other hand, there are also 
sets that are enumerable via Young's definition but not i-enumerable. 4 

Finally, Selman [44] has proposed that exactly the sets in NP be considered 
"polynomial -enumerable ."  

Definition 2.1 (Selman [44]).  A set B is polynomial-enumerables~L if B = ~ or if there 
is a function f such that: 

( I )  B = r a n g e ( f ) ,  

(2) f is computable  in polynomial  time, and 
(3) there is a polynomial  q such that 

(Vy)[y ~ r a n g e ( f )  ::~ (3x)[Ixl <~ q(lyl) and y = f ( x ) ] ] .  

Selman proves that a set is polynomial-enumerablesrL if and only if it is in NP. 
Polynomial-enumerabilitysEL corresponds to natural ~aumeration in the following 
sense: one can run the enumeration function for a set B on every string in ,v* in 
lexicographica! order, and the outputs will be a list enumerating the elements of  B. 
Also, because the honesty condit ion requires just  one honest witness for each element 
of  the range, Selman's  notion is freed from the density restrictions that plague the 
enumerabil i ty notions of  both this paper  and [59]. However, Seiman's enumerabil i ty 
has some undesirable features. The enumeration functions are not necessarily 
one-one--e lements  may be repeated tremendously often. Enumerations that are not 
one-one give the enumerator  an artificial ability to "pause"  and thus may go for 
extremely long stretches without producing any new element, in our opinion,  this 
violates a reasonable intuition about what polynomial  enumeration should mean. 
Furthermore,  although this ability to " 'pause" is exactly the feature that frees 
Selman's  notion from density woes, it also prevents his enumeration from achieving 
the extremely uniform product ion of  output  that iterative enumerabil i ty possesses. 
It is easy to see that the class of  sets enumerated in Selman's sense by functions 

4 An examp!c is the set L = { x]a, = ]xl} with ao = 0 and a, +, = 2 ~, for i ~> 0. Since L has superpolynomial 
gaps. it is certainly not i-enumerable. On the other hand L is easily seen to be polynomially enumerable 
in Young's sense. 
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that are partial and one-one on their ranges is exactly the class UP ~ (essentially 
[ 17]). Thus, unless N P = U P, many-to-one enumerations cannot in general be conver- 

ted to one-one enumerations. 
Many open problems exi~i on the way to better understanding the connections 

between i-enumerabiiity and other notions of  polynomial enumerability. For 
example, we noted above that there are i-enumerable sets that are sub-polynomially 
sparse and hence are not polynomially enumerable in the sense defined in [59]. On 
the other hand, any i-enumerable set for which the iteration function f always 
produces a polynumial number of  elements in polynomial  time is polynomially 
enumerable in the sense of  [59]. What is the relationship, especially in light of  

Theorem 5.1, between Young's polynomial enumerabil i ty and i-enumerability on 
sets 'hat are uniformly dense in some sense? 

3. Notations and definitions 

When speaking of  complexity classes, we use standard terminology such as P, 
NP, PSPACE, and so on [28]. We will switch frequently and implicitly between the 
natural numbers and words over the alphabet  {0, I } by identifying n e N with the 
strings in v *  using the natural bijection: the integer i is identified with the ith 
string in lexicographical order. Consequently, algorithms having natural numbers 
as input or output in fact operate on the strings representing the numbers. For 
x c  v ,  we will denote by Ix[ the length of  x. A function f is ,bonest if the length of  
its input is bounded by a polynomial in the length of  its output,  that is, if there is 

a polynomial q such that for all x, q(IJ(x)l)~lx[. 
Throughout the paper  we will employ a pairing function ( . , . ) :V*x. ,V*-* , ,v*  

defined (using the above-mentioned correspondence between v *  and N)  by (x, y) = 
[(x + y)l  x + y + I ~ + x [9]. Clearly ( . ,  • ) is polynomial-t ime computable,  one-one, 
honest, length-nondecreas~,ng, onto, and polynomial-t ime invertible. To pair sets, 
we deline A ®  ~ = {(x,y)]xc A and y c  B}. 

A P-cylinder is a set A that ,s polynomially isomorphic to some set B ®  N; i.e., 
there is a polynomial-t ime computable function 7r that is one-one, onto, and 
invertible in polynomial time with [36] 

x¢ A ~ ,~-(x) - (.v, n) and (.v, n)c  B® N. 

We denote this by A = [',,. B ~  N. h is easy to show that in this case even A -= ~,, A ®  N 
holds [36, pp. 211-212]. For a set A, a one-one function p a d : ~ * x  N ~ , *  that 
satislies padix, n)c A ¢~ x~ A is called a padding function for A. We will call a 
set hone~th' i,addahle if it has a paddling function that is honest in both arguments. 

" I~P Id..:fincd h~ Val+ant 153], ,.v.. + al,,o 141, 17. 2311 b. unambiguous, pol ' ,nomial time, the ¢la~.s o f  
I,m~u..tg¢,, a,'ccptcd b,. nondcternlini,,f ic pol~.nomiai-limc Turing machine~, that on no input ha'*,+e more 
than ',me acccplillg path. 
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Berman and Hartmanis [6] and Mahaney and Young [36] showed that a set A is 
a P-cylinder if and only if A has a polynomial- t ime computable  padding function 
that is polynomial- t ime invertible. (The invertibility requirement usually refers to 
the second argument,  but this is equivalent to demanding invertibility in both 
arguments [36].) 

We now formally define the types of  enumerabil i ty that this paper  studies. A set 
is bi-enumerable if both the set and its complement  are enumerated by a single 
enumeration function. A set is monotonical ly i-enumerable if it is i-enumerable by 
an enumerat ion function that is monotonical ly increasing. A set is invertibly i- 
enumerable if it is i -enumerable via an enumerat ion function whose inverse can be 
computed in polynomial  time. 

Definition 3.1. ( 1 ) A set L c_ ~:* is polynomially enumerable by iteration (i-enumerable) 
if a polynomial- t ime computable  function f :  v*_,_v* and an element x c ~:* exist 
such that: L = {x, f ( x  ), f ( f ( x ) )  . . . .  }. The function f is called the enumeration function 
or the iteration function for L. 

(2) A set L c_ ,y* is polynomially bi-enumerable b.v iteration (bi-enumerable) if there 
are elements r ~ ~:* and y ~ ,~*, and a polynomial- t ime computable  function f :  v *  .., 
~:*, such that: L = {x, f (x)  . . . .  ] and f.= |y , f (y)  . . . .  ]. 

(3) A function f is monotonic if for all x , f (x )  >h., x, i . e . , f  (x) is lexicographically 
greater than x. A set L c  v *  is monotonically (bi-)enumerable by iteration ((bi)-i- 
enumerable) if it is (bi)- i-enumerable via a monotonic enumeration function. 

(4) A func t i on f i s  invertible if it is one-one a n d f  ~ is polynomial- t ime computable 
on range(.f). ~ A set L c v *  is invertibly i-enumerable (invertibly bi-enumerable) if it 

is an i-enumerable set (a bi-enumerable set) with an invertible enumeration function. 

In our analysis of  i-enumerations we will be particularly interested in a special 
kind of  self-reducibility. 7 

Definition 3.2. ( I )  A <~.,, p B if there is a one-one polynomial- t ime computable 
function f with x c A ¢=~.f(x) c B and I.f(x)l > Ix[ for all x. 

(2) We will call a set A <~ [,,-.~elf-redt!cible if A < " A. 

Intuitively, sets that are <~ f.,,-self-reducible may be viewed as having weak padding 
functions. 

t, For ~u~:h a function, r u n g e | l l  is pol:~nomJul-lJme decidable by checkin 8 whether . f ( l  ' ( x l ) = x  
holds; thus the tv, o common definitions of.l" t - -one detecting values not in the range and one failing 
arbitrarily on such ~alues--are equivalent for the purposes o f  this paper. 

Traditionally. a sell:reduction is ¢xpe,;ted to reduce the membership question foran arbitrary element. 
x, to membership questions for some number of other elements, where !he latter elements are .~maller 
in size (or at least ~exicographically smaller) than x [33]. Thus. definin 8 a set to be self-reducible i f  
A ~ [:,, A is perhaps something o f  a misnomer. On the other hand. ~ ~.., is a well-studied reduction, and 
in this sense A ~ ~,, A is obviously u self-reduction of  A. Thus, v,'e hope that the reader will rorgise our 
abuse of  traditional terminology in the following definition. 
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4. Iteratively-enumerable sets 

This section gives a sufficient condition for a set to be i-enumerable. Theorem 4.2 
shows that a recursively enumerable set is i-enumerable if it is ~: {'.,,-self-reducible, 

with a .-.imilar result for bi-enumerability for the recursive sets. This is sufficient to 

show that many common sets are bi-enumerable. 
Before we present our main theorems, we illustrate our basic technique with the 

simple example of the well-known NP-complete set SAT. 

Example 4.1. S A T  is hi-enumerable. 

Proof of Example 4.1. S A T  is a P-cylinder [6], hence S A T  ~ ~,, S A T ®  N. Since the 

property of being bi-enumerable is invariant under polynomial isomorphisms, it 
suffices to show that we can cycle through S A T ®  N and S A T ®  N with an appropri- 
ate enumeration function, and since our pairing function is onto {thus ~S4T® N = 

S A T ® N L  it suffices to show that we can cycle through S A T ® N  and S A T ® N  

with an appropriate enumeration function. If g is an c,mmeration function for 
S A T ® N  and rr a polynomial isomorphism from S A T  to S A T ® N  then 

rr '(g{ rr(x))) is an enumeration function for SAT. For each formula F we will call 

the set { F } ® N  the column of F. 
The idea of the proof is that the enumeration function climbs up one column 

until there is enough time to recompute the entire history of the enumeration function 

from the initial element up to the point the column could have been last left. 
Thereafter, the enumeration function determines, by deterministic search, an 

appropriate pair that has not been reached before and jumps to that pair. 
The initial elements x and y in our construction will be (T, 0) and (F, 0), respec- 

tively. For the whole procedure we will fix a polynomial pin  ) of degree greater than 
I, e.g., p i n ) =  n-~+2. Furthermore let the function e be defined by 

e(Ol=O and e ( k ) = 2  ~ . . . . .  fo rk>O.  

Note that for a given n it is easy to determine in linear time whether n is of the 
form e(k)  for some k. The enumeration function f is defined by the following 
algorithm. 

On input (F,,, n) do: 

• Check if n is of the form el k ) for some k. If this is not the case output (F,,, n + I). 
• If n is of the Form e lk )  for some k, then tr~ to recompute in time p{l(F,,, ")1) the 

sequences x, . f (  x l, f< .f( x )) . . . .  and y, . f (  y ) , . f l . l ' ( y ) l  . . . .  in pa ra l l e l  un t i l  one reaches 

the pair (F,,, e ( k -  I )+  17 (recomputation part); call the elements found ,n the 

former sequence H, and in the latter t/,. Thereafter try to determine in time 

p(I(F,,, n>l)--by lexicographically enum,:rating all strings that do not occur in 
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one of  the two sequences so far and deterministically checking-- the  smallest pair 
(E,j) with the properties: 

( I ) (E, j) ~ H, and (E, j )  ~ H, ,  i.e., ( E, j )  has not been met by either of  the sequences 

before, 
(2) E < ~ e ( k - I ) , a n d  
(3) E ~ SAT¢=~ F.c SAT  (generation part). 

• If either the recomputat ion part or the generation part runs out of  time (i.e., takes 
more than p( I( F,,, n)l ) steps ) before it accom pl ishes its goal, then output ( F,,, n + I ). 

Why is the fm.ction .f defined above an enumeration function for SAT@ N and 
for SA T ®  N ? Clearly, f maintains membership in the set and its complement,  i.e., 
f ( ( F , , , n ) ) c S A T ® N  if and only if ( F , , , n ) e S A T ® N ,  since a new element is 
generated only in two ways- -e i ther  we output  at+ element of  the form (F , ,  n + I), 
or the output  is determined by brute force deterministic search. :., the t+tter case 
(by construction) one of  the sequences H, or  H, must contain the pair ~ f~,, e(k  - I ) + 
I), where e(k)= n. Thus we know, whether (F,,, e(k)) is in SAT®b" or not, and 
we are able to satisfy condit ion (3). 

It remains to show that each element of S A T ®  N and SAT® N eventually occurs 
in one o f  the chains H, or H,., i.e., the chains do not cycle or omit any pair. First 
note that if we leave a column, say at (F,,, e(k)) ,  we know all the elements the chain 
has reached up to the pair  (F . ,  e ( k - I ) +  I). By construction we know that the 
column was not left between the pairs (F,,, e(k - I )+ I) and (F,,. e(k)). An element 
of  the form ( F , , ,  I) with I >  e ( k -  I) will not be accessed because of  condit ion (2). 
Hence the enumerat ion function will never map a pair  to an element that was 

already reached by one of  the sequences. 
On the other hand, since each (E.j) eventually appears  as the ,exicographically 

smallest unreached pair  with E being a satisfiable (or unsatisfiable) formula, we 
will have proved our claim if we can show that each column will be left after a 
finite number  of  steps. Therefore suppose we are in a column over a formula Fo, 
and this column was entered by one of  the chains at an element (F~, e(k)+ !) the 
last time. For ( FI,, e(k + I )) let T,, be the time that is necessary to both Ca) recompute 
the sequences up to (F,,, e(k)+ !), and (b) to determine the smallest pair (E.j) 
satisfying the condit ions ( I ) ,  (2), and (3). For input (F , ,  ell)) with I >  k the time 
necessary to recompute the chains up to (F . ,  e l l -  I ) +  I) and find the pair  (E , j )  is 
smaller than the sum of  T,, and the time the algorithm spends on the elements in 
the column of  F,,. The maximal number of  elements that have to be checked in this 
column at point (F . ,  e(I)) is bounded by e( I - I ) + !. on each of  which the algorithm 
does not run longer than r( I(F. .  e (  I - I ) + I )1 ) steps, where r is a polynomial  majoriz- 
ing its run time. An easy calculation now yields that for ! large enough 

p(I(F,,, e(I))l)~> T,,+(e(I- I ) +  I ) .  r(l(F,,, e ( I -  I ) +  I)j) 

holds. Thus there will be time to recompute the history up to the desired point, and 
the column can be left aft?r a finite number of  steps. [] 
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Looking at the proof  of  this theorem, it is easy to see that only two properties of  
S A T  were exp lo i t ed~namely  that S A T  is polynomially isomorphic to its cylin- 
drilication and that S A T  has a deterministic (exponential-t ime) decision procedure. 
In f:~ct a closer analysis suggests that the proof  will work no matter I~ow long the 
I~tter decision procedure takes. This suggests thz~t all recursive P-cyli~lders may be 
bi-enumerable. Furthermore, the proof  did not use the full power of  the cylinder. 
It mostly used the fact that the padding function could continuously produce new 
elements (i.e., that it is cycle-free), that the columns could be periodie,~lly "'tested" 
for membership, and that it could be efficiently checked whether two elements are 
in the same column. This all suggests that the full power of  cylinders is also not 
needed. Thus, Theorem 4.2 and its corollaries show that a considerably broader  
c'.ass of  sets is bi-enumerable. 

Theorem 4.2. ( I ) Eveo' nonempty r.e. set that is ~ f. ,,-selj:reducible is i-enumerable. 
(2) Every recursive set 0 ~ L ~ 2"* that is ~ f.,,-self-reducib/e is bi-enumerable. 

Proof. The proof  that the self-reduction implies the enumerabil i ty is essentially the 
same as for the example with SAT. For ti~e first part let L be r.e. and h be a 

~',,-self-reduction K for L. Let q be a polynomial  such that 
• the distance function" 

the unique n such that h"(y)  = ,." if n exists, 

d(y,  ," ) = [ undefined otherwise, 

is computable in time q(lYl ÷ I-'1), and 
• the function that yields the value of  multiple h-steps st(.v, n) ~f h ' ( y )  is compu- 

table in time q(Ist(y, n)l). 

Clearly, by the size-increasing property of  h such a polynomial  can be found. 
Since L is r.e., the set R - - { ~ c  Ll(V.vc L ) [ h ( y ) ¢ x ] } - - t h e  roots of L (relative to 
h )--is  r.e. as well. Let M be a machine that enumerates R, and let x,, be the smallest 
element in R (equivalently, the smallest element in L). x,, will be the starting element 
in our construction. The function e(n) remains as defined in the proof  of  Example 
4.1. Again we fix a working polynomial p that majorizes q and n : + 2 ,  say p i n ) =  
!q(n)+n-~+2)  :. 

The iollowmg algorithm defines an enumeration funct;on f for L: 

Input x: 

(a) Recompute in time p( Ix l )  the sequence x . , f l x , ) )  . . . .  as far as possible. Call 
the resulting set X = { x,,, x~, x: . . . . . .  ~ } where f(  x, ) = x,, ~ for 0 ~ i < k. Let x, be 

The proof ~'.ill ,ho~ Ihal for l),~rt I o f  Theorem 4." the condi l ion lhaI h b, u " [',,-~,elf-rcduclion 
could c,,cn bc ',,,~'akcncd to ~i onc-.,iLh..d ~ c.".,ion o f -  ~:,, : h mu~,t merci)' bca polynomial . t ime computable 
function ,u~.'h (hat. t;~r all x. l . . t l )  h ~ ) ,  L .~2)Jh(x) j  - l ~ ] . a n d i 3 ) V y , ~  L: x , t .~ '< : :~h(x i~h iy) .  

'~ A~ u~ual, h"( : ) dcnotc~ the ml'old application o f  h on .v. 
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the root with the highest index occurring in X and V={x, c XIh(x , )~X and 
O<~i<k}. 

(b) I f  d ( x , , x ) = e ( i )  for some i and z = s t ( x , , e ( i - I ) + l ) c X  then run M for 
p(Ixl) steps and call the generated set R,. Determine the set h ( V ) =  
{y J(:lx, c V)[h(x,) = y ] }  and the lexicographically smallest element w in ( R, - X )  u 
h(V) ( i f  the set is not empty). I f  JwJ <~ Izl then output w. 

(c) I f  part (b) does not output an element, then output h(x). 

Why does this work? Clearly the procedure runs in polynomial time. Moreover, 
membership is maintained, since new elements are accessed exclusively in two ways: 
either via h where membership in L is maintained by definition or via the enumerator 
of  the roots of  L. 

Again it remains to show that the generated chain x,,, . /(x,,), . . ,  does not cycle or 
omit any formula. First note that, whenever on a certain input x an element u 
appears in the chain x,,,f(x,,) . . . . .  x when the invariant (*) holds that either h '(u) 
is undefined or h '(u) was reached by that chain before v. In particular, i f  an 
element u is accessed by a step of type (b) then h ~(v) is undefined or it is in X, 
which contains the elements of the chain we currently can recompute. 

For any u c v *  let us call the set {r,  h ( r )  . . . .  } w i th  r being the uniquely determined 
element in R, for which h'( r )  = u for some i holds, the splinter ofu. Now V consists 
of those elements of X, on which a splinter was left and not re-entered within X. 
I f  for x now d ( x , , x ) = e ( i )  with x, as in case (b) and z = . ~ t ( x , , e ( i - I ) + l ) ~ X  
holds, then no element in ( R , -  X ) u  h(V)  of  length <~lzl has been reached by the 
chain up to x, since by construction the splinter of x, was not left between z and 
x, and h is length.increasing. Thus i f (R ,  - X ) u  h(V) is nonempty, part (b) returns 
an element that has not been accessed before. It follows readily that part (c) cannot 
step into a cycle either, since otherwise (*) would be hurl, and thereforef is cycle-free 
on L. 

The fact that the chain does no~ omit any element follows from the same arguments 
as in the proof  of  Example 4.1. It sumces to show that every splinter can be left 
after a finite number of  steps each time it is entered, since every word of  L must 
appear  at some point either in the roots of  L or in the splinter of  an element in 
h(V).  The proof  that every splinter can be left after a finite number of  steps is 
identical to the one in the proof  of  Example 4.1. 

The second part of  the theorem is obtained by a straightforward modification of  
the proof  of  the first part. One simply performs a dovetail ing in the recomputat ion 
of  the t" ~" : q s  as in Example 4.1. [] 

An immediate consequence of  Theorem 4.2 is that every r.e. P-cylinder is an 
i .enumerable set and that every nontrivial recursive P-cylinder is bi-enumerable.  
But Corollary 5.2 will give a much stronger result about P-cylinders. 

Th, • converse direction of  the recursion-theoretic equivalence between recursively 
enumerable c~li~ders and one-one i-enumerable sets provably does not hold in a 
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polynomial-time environment. This is easy to see by density arguments, since, e.g., 
the tally set L = { 0 " J n c  N} certainly is bi-enumerable but is not a P-cylinder. In 
general, it is easy to construct sparse sets that are i-enumerable, and sparse sets 
clearly cannot be P-cylinders since they cannot have padding functions. But it is 
also straightforward to construct dense and co-dense sets that are i-enumerable but 
not P-cylir, ders. All of  these sets can be constructed to be computationally fairly 
easy, but Corollaries 4.4 and 4.7 will show thai there are also hard sets that are not 
known to be P-cylinders, but that are nevertheless bi-enumerable. 

It is an open problem (the Berman-Hartmanis Conjecture) whether all NP- 
complete sets are P-isomorphic. This is the case if and only if every NP-complete 
set is a P.cylinder [6, 36]. An immediate consequence of  the truth of  this conjecture 
would be that P~  NP. Joseph and Young provided evidence that there are NP* 
complete sets that are not P-cylinders [32] by directly constructing a class of  
NP-complete sets--the k-creative sets--that do not seem to be P-cylinders. To 
understand these sets, let { M0}0. ~ be any standard enumeration of  nondeterministic 
polynomial-time Turing machines. 

Definition 4.3 (Joseph and Young [32]). A set L is k-creative if Lc  NP and there 
exists a polynomial-time computable function f such that for all i: if M, runs in 
time JiJn A +[iJ then f ( i ) c  L c ~ f ( i ) ~  L(M,). The function f is called the productive 
.function for/~. (All k-creative sets are known to be NP-complete [32].) 

Corollary 4.4. ( I ) Every set L that is k-creative with an hc,:~est, one-one productive 
function .for I- is bi-enumerable. 

(2) Eve O, set in N P that is honestly paddable is bi-enumerable. 

Proof. For k-creative sets with one-one honest productive functions, Joseph and 
Young [32, p. 233] construct a one-one polynomial-time padding function. By direct 
examination of  their proof [32, p. 233] this padding function is size-increasing (and 
therefore honest). Furthermore, sets that are honestly paddable are easily seen to 
be <~ ~',,-self-reducible: Let pad be a padding function of  L, and let q be a polynomial 
witnessing the honesty of  pad. Then the function h(x)  = pad(x, 0 q'l"~+ ,) is easily 
seen to provide a <~ ['.,,-self-reduction of L. This proves both parts ofthe corollary. [] 

Watanabe and others have observed that for any one-one polynomial-time compu- 
table and honest function f and any NP-complete set S, the set f ( S )  must be 
NP-complete, and it is not clear that f ( S )  is polynomially isomorphic to S unless 
the function f is invenib!e in polynomial time [54]. Thus, even when S is poly- 
nomially i-enumerable, i f . f  is a candidate for a one-way function, it is not clear 
that f ( S A T )  will be polynomially i-enumerable. Sets like f (S) ,  which first require 
a separate a priori con.~truction of an NP-complete set S, are not standard in the 
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sense that, unlike the k-creative sets and standard NP.complete sets like SAT, they 
do not arise by direct construction, but instead rely on the a priori existence c ~ 
known NP-complete sets. 

Since the only known NP.complete sets that are obtained by direct construction 
are the common ones, such as SAT  and CLIQUE, which are known to be polynomial- 
time isomorphic to SAT, and certain k-creative sets with one-one and honest 
productive functions, we can state Observation 4.5. 

Observation 4.5. All currently known standard NP-complete sets are bi-enumerable. 

From this observation, a question naturally arises. Under the assumption that 
P#  NP, does the notion of bi-enumerability subsume NP-completeness? Is every 
NP-complete set bi-enumerable? We show that this is not the case in relativized 
worlds, and not even the case in relativized worlds where inverting functions is easy 

Theorem 4.6. There is a recursive oracle A that is reasonable (pA# NpA) relative to 
which one.way functions do not exist and there is NP'~-complete set that is not 
i.enumerable by any Pa computable enumeration functio, (and thus not bi-enumerable 
by any pA computable enumeration function). 

Proof. Since any set polynomial-time isomorphic to an i-enumerable set is itself 
i-enumerable, the oracle A must (as a necessary but not sufficient condition) ensure 
that there exist non-P'Lisomorphic NP'Lcomplete sets. Kurtz [35] proves that there 
is an oracle relative to which P~ # NP A and the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails 
so badly that there exists an NPA-complete set B that, though dense and co-dense, 
contains enormous gaps; Hartmanis and Hemachandra [21] extend this construction 
to ensure that, in addition, no one-way functions exist. It is easy to see that these 
gaps in the oracle (i.e., empty segments ol the oracle) are so large that they preclude 
any possibility of ~3 being bi-enumerable by a P~ computable enumeration function 
(as the enumeration functions have no way of bridging the gaps). [] 

Another consequence of Theorem 4.2 is the following. 

Corollary 4.7. Allsetscompleteforexponentialtime"'underpolynomial-timemany.one 
reductions are bi-enumerable. 

Proof. Berman [5] (see also [53, I0]) has shown that the complete many-one degree 
for exponential time collapses to a single <~ f,,,-degree. D 

$. Invertibly i-enumeraF|e sets 

From our constr,.~".ion in Theorem 4.2, it is clear that in general, enumeration 
functions---even assuming that they are one-one--will not be polynomial-time 

" '  The , la im holds for  D T I M E ( 2  ° ' ' ' )  as well as fo r  I )T IME(2 " 'H  ). 
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invertible, since extremely 'nonhonest '" jumps  occur at the points where we plunge 
down to some very small string. This section asks what condit ions a set must satisfy 
in order to be invertibly i-enum~rable (Definition 3. | ) .  

Theorem 5.1 x, ill show that sets teat  are ~ , - s e l f - r e d u c i b l e  via polynomial ly  
invertible functions are perforce invertibly i-enumerable. Note that the class o f  sets 
that are ~ ~.+,,-self-reducible via polynomially invertible functions properly contains 
the class of  r.e. P-cylinders, since there are tally and sparse sets that are 

f . , -self-reducible via polynomial!y invertible functions and,  as remarked earlier, 
sparse sets cannot be P-cylit~dvrs. 

Theorem 5.1. ( ! )  Every nor.empty r.e. set that is ~ ~,-seif-reducible via a polynomially 
invertible function is inve; ti:,ly i-enumerable. 

(2) Every recursive set 0 ~ L ~ ,Y* that is ~ ~.,-self-reducible vi:~ a polynomiaily 
invertible function is mvertibly bi-enumerable. 

Before giving the formal proof  let us describe intuitively what happens in our  
construction (see also Figs. I and 2). Let Xo be the lexicographicaily smallest element 
of  L. Let the roots o f  L be as defined in the proof  o f  Theorem 4.2. Again, a set 
{r, h(r) . . . .  } containing a word ~ with r being a root will be called the splinter ofx.  
If  h+(r) = x then x will be said to have height i in this splinter. 

Base 

Splinter 

~...4----- ............ 

• . ~ -4...̧  -~ 

I 
Fig. I. Cycling scheme of the enu~ eration function. 

The algorithm that performs this enumeration gives--unl ike  in the proof  of  

Theorem 4.," --the splinter Of Xo, which we will call the base splinter, special treatment 
(see Fig. I). If  the input element is in this set, we perform the same technique as 
before; that is we try to recompute our history up to a certain height in the base 
splinter and determine a new element in another  splinter, i f  we have enough time 
to find this element, then it will not be accessed directly, but instead we enter the 
splinter o f  the new element at approximately the same height as the current element 
of  the base splinter. 
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° 

e(K) ) o ~ ~ o 

o 

O D 

O 

O 

h(z) 
0 

0 2  

Base splinter Splinter A 

Fig. 2. Interleaving the steps of the chain of the enumeration function on non-base splinters. 

On inputs that are in a nonbase si linter the algorithm acts differently. The chain 
has entered such a spl inter-- let  us call it A-- f rom the base splinter at an element 

x of height much greater than that of the element z where it was left the last time 

(recall that when A was entered we were able to recompute our history in polynomial 
time in the length of the input). Therefore we will organize the cycling scheme in 
the following way. To fill the interva' between x and z we walk down in A, using 

the invertibility of h until we detect the last point the chain has reached before, 

and then we walk up again. Since we cannot allow any element to be accessed twice 

on that course, the up- and the down-trail have to be interleaved. We walk the 
down-trail on the even heights of A, and the up-trail on the odd ones. As soon as 

we have reached the point where A was entered the last time we go back to the 
base splinter and iterate the algorithm (see Fig. 2). How these critical points can 

be detected is shown below. 

ProoL We restrict ourselves to the proof for r.e. sets. The other case is again 

obtained in a straightforward way as in Theorem 4.2. 

Let L be r.e. and h be a one-one function that reduces L size-increasing to itself 

and is invertible in polynomial time. For every x let r o o t ( x )  be the uniquely 
determined element rE 2:*, for which h ' ( r )  = x for some i holds and for which, for 
no yE 2:* does h ( y )  = r. Furthermore let s p l i n t e r ( x )  = { r o o t ( x ) ,  h ( r o o t ( x ) )  . . . .  }. Let 

q be a polynomial such that: 
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• the function r t ( x ) ~  (r, n) with r =  root(x) and h"(r)= x is computable  in time 

q(Ixl),  
• the function st(y, n ) ~ f  h"(y) is computable  in time q(Ist(y, n)[), 

• h-~(x) is computable in time q(Ixl). 
• the function g(x, n) = min{z[ n ~< [zl, z ~ splinter(x), ~nd st(root(x), i) = z for some 

even i} is computable in time q(jg(x, n)l + Ixl + I,:.l J, where the min indicates the 
lexicographical minimum. 
It should be clear that these requirements can be met, since h is size-increasing 

and invertible in polynomial  time. 
Now let Xo be the lexicographically smallest element in L Let R = {x ~ L [ x ~ Xo 

and (Vy~ ,Y*)[h(y)~ x]} be the r.e. set of  the roots of  L without Xo, and let M be 
an enumerator  for R. e remains as defined in the proof  of  Theorem 4.2. Again let 
p(n) = (q(n) + n2+2) 2. 

The following algorithm defines an enumeration function f for L: 

Input x: 
Compute r t (x )  = (r, n). 

Case (a): r = x . .  Recompute in time p(JxJ) the sequence Xo, f (xo)  . . . .  as far as 
possible and call the resulting set X ={Xo, x~,x2 . . . . .  xk} where f ( x i )=x ,+~  for 
0~<i</c Let g = { x , ~ X l h ( x , ) ~ X  and 0<~ i<k} .  i f  n = e ( i )  for some i and 
st(xo, e( i  - ! )  + 1) c X then construct the set R, = {z [J:J <~ Ix[ and M enumerates z 
within P(JXJ) steps}, i f  ( R , - X ) u  V is not empty determine the lexicograpbically 
smallest element w of (R, - X  )u  g and output t = g( root (w) ,  JxJ). I f  no element is 
output before, output h(x) .  

Case (b): r ~ x. .  Case (b l ) :  there are k', z, w such that st(.%, e(k')) = z, f ( z )  = w, 
~,~ splinter(r), and [wl<~ Jxl. Let k be the largest such k'. i f  n is even, output h(x )  
i f  h t (h-~(x))  = w and otherwise output h-J(h-~(x)) ,  i f  n is odd, output h(z) i f  
h t(x) = w and otherwise output h(h(x) ) .  

Case (b2): there are no k', z, w such that st( xo, e( Ic') ) = z, f ( z )  = w, w ~ splinter(r), 
and JwJ<~lxJ. I f  n is even, output h(x )  i f  n =0 and output h-~(h- * (x ) )  otherwise. 
I f  n is odd, output h(h(x) ) .  

We must show that f is polynomial-time computable. This certainly holds i f  the 
input element x is in the base splinter. Otherwise case (b) wi l l  be chosen. To 
determine the required element z=st(xo,  e(k)) in the base splinter at most a 
polynomial number of elements of this form have to be checked, since h is length- 
increasing. For each of them f ( s t ( x . ,  e( i ) ) )  has to be computed. Running the 
algorithm on such an input, option (a) wil l  be chosen, and thus the algo~.:hm runs 
in polynomial time. 

For the correctness of the algorithm first note that on the base splinter, i.e., when 
option (a) is chosen, the algorithm acts similar to the one in the proof of  Theorem 
4.2. As soon as there is enough time to replay the history (i.e., st(x o, e( i -  ! ) +  ! ) c X ) 
a new element w is generated. Therefore either the generator for the roots of L (i.e., 
the set R, - X )  is used or an element y in a nonbase splinter, in the latter case the 
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chain must have entered that splinter before and left it at h '{y) {those are the 
elements o f  V). in both cases the new element will not be accessed directly. Instead 
g(root (w) .  Ixl) yields the lexicographically smallest word in the splinter of  w that 
has an even height and is as least as long as x. This will make sure t h a t f  is invertible 
on f ( x ) .  Since at this t ime all the elements touched by the chain before are known 
(see the proof  of  Theorem 5.1) the chain will not run into a cycle here. 

Once the f -chain  has entered a nonbase splinter A at an element t from some 
element s in the base splinter,  it walks down on elements of  the form h~'( root(t) l - -  
thus, unlike the base splinter case, leaving the elements of  odd height un touched- -  
until it finds the point where A has been entered the last time by the chain. Thereafter 
it walks up in A on elements of  the form h2'÷~(root(t)) until it reaches h(t) .  From 
there it returns to h(s)  in the base spinter. The crucial point we have to prove is 
that the points where the chain has to change its direction will in fact be detected 
in the recomputat ion in case (b). That is, we have to show, that if a nonbase splinter 
A was entered, during the visit previous to the current one, at element w = 
h2J(root(t)),  then f(h2~+'~(rootit))) = h "-'+~(root(t)), and f ( h ( t ) )  = h(s) .  

Let w' = h2J+2(root(t)). By way o f  contradiction suppose the chain enters a cycle 
in A at the element w = h2~(root(t)) and f ( w ' )  = w for w'= h2i+r(root(t)). That is, 

suppose that as we hop down a nonbase column we fail to stop before hitting 
already-visi ted territory. By construction, w was accessed the last time from a base 
splinter element z. At z the algorithm had enough time to recompute its history and 
determine a new element. Since [w' I > ]zi it is clear that the element w will be found. 
Thus at Iw'[ we detect that we have been at w before and can change our  direction. 

By the same reason, when we climb up A if  we arrive at the point h { t ) - - t  being 

the element where A g a s  en te red- -we  will have time to find the base splinter point 
s from which t was accessed from the base splinter, since I h{ t)[ > l t l  > Isl. This proves 
that f is cycle-free. 

A straightforward considerat ion of  the different cases yields that f is invertible 
in polynomial  time, using the method of  this proof. [] 

As in the general case of  sets with a (not necessarily P-invertible) honest padding 
function, it follows that any r.e. set with a P-invertible padding function is invertibly 

i-enumerable. This yields the following consequence for P-cylinders. 

Corollary 5.2. I f  a nonempo" set L is a r.e. (recursive) P.crlinder then it is invertibly 
i-enumerable ( invertib O' bi-enumerabie ). 

6. On the monotonicity of enumeration functions 

It follows from Section 5 that all NP-complete P-cylinders are honestly tt bi- 
enumerable.  A natural question arising along this line is: which sets can be generated 

;i An i-enumerable set is said to be honestlr i-enumerable if its enumeration function is honest. 
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by monotonically increasing enumeration functions (see Definition 3.1)? Is it poss- 
ible that some NP-complete sets are monotonically i-enumerable or monotonically 
bi-enumerable? In this section, we provide evidence that this is not the case. 

In this section, we can no longer use the pairing function ( . , . ) ,  as it does not 
preserve the natural lexicographic ordering between pairs of  strings. Let p be some 
monotonically increasing polynomial (specified appropriately in the following 
proofs); we now define ((-,-))e, which for our purposes will serve as an adequate 
form of  lexicographically order-preserving pairing function. Let rankA(x) indicate 
the position of  string x within set A, i.e., rankA(x)=ll{zlz~le,  x and z~A}ll 
[ 16, 27]. Let h(x, y) be the concatenation o f  x and y. Let Rp = {z [(:Ix, Y)[IY[ = p(Ixl) 
and z = h(x, y)]}. Let Dp = {(x, Y) Ily[ = p(Ixl)). Finally, ((x, y))p = 
{zl rank,_.(z)= rankR,.(h(x, y))}. The pairing function ((-,-))p is onto, polynomial- 
time computable, and on inputs from Dp preserves lexicographic ordering in a very 
natural way. Though this function is not one-one, it does provide a one-one mapping 
between Dp and ,Y*, and furthermore, there is a polynomial-time algorithm that, 
given z, finds the unique element o f  Dp whose image under ((-,.))p is z. 

Definition 6.1. (1) A set A is uniformly dense if there is a polynomial p(n) such that 
for any string x, there is an element of  A whose lexicographical position within ,Y* 
is at most p(]xl) different from the position o f  x [14]. 

(2) A set B is a revealer of  S if B is uniformly dense, B e  P, and B n S ~  P. 

Note that having a reve~ler is a bit more general than saying that "'either the set 
or its complement has an infinite P-subset.'" in [14] it was proven that near-testable 
sets with revealers are all in P. Since--as shown in Theorem 6.5--all monotonically 
bi-enumerable sets are near-testable, it follows immediately from their result that 
all monotonically bi-enumerable sets with revealers are in P and (since any reason- 
able encoding of  3SAT will have a revealer) that there is a reasonable encoding of  
3SAT that is monotonically bi-enumerable if and only if P =  NP [14]. 

Thus, the [ 14] encoding of  3SA T is unlikely to be a monotonically bi-enumerable 
NP-complete set. Can any NP-complete (or more generally any ~f-complete)  set 
be monotonically enumerable? We give evidence that none can. 

Theorem 6.2. For each k >I i, /f there is a ";f-complete set that is monotonically 
i-enumerable, then PH = ~ .  

Proof. Let L be ~f-complete  and l e t f  be its monotonic enumeration function. Then 
the following equivalence holds: 

x ~ L ¢:> there is a y <~ ,  x such that y ~ L a n d f ( y )  >le~ x. 

Clearly, the right-hand side is a Y f statement. Since /~ is complete for [ I f ,  this 
proves that rlr,,k c_ --k~P and thus PH = ~;f. 
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On the other hand, there are coNP-complete sets that are monotonically i- 
enumerable. 

Theorem 6.3. There are monotonically i-enumerable coNP-complete sets. 

Proof. Let L be an NP-complete set, p be a polynomial,  and N be an NP machine 
accepting L such that every computation path of  N on an input x has length exactly 
p(Jx[) and N ( x )  never accepts on the path 0 p'I'I'. Without loss of  generality, we 
may assume that p is monotonically increasing. Then the set 

L ' =  {z J('Cy°)[(Jy'] = ]y! and y '  <~le~ y):=~(y' is not an accepting path of  
N(x) ) ]  and [yJ =p(Ix[),  where (x, y) is the unique element of  
Dp such that ((x, y))p = z} 

is also complete for coNP, since x ~  Lc:~((x, 1 p,t,I,))p ~ L'. Moreover, L' is monotoni- 
cally i-enumerable. On input z, find x and y such that z =((x,y))p and [yJ =p(Jx[). 
Then output ((x+, 0P~l~'t~))p if (1) y =  1 p'q~l' or (2) y* is an accepting path of  N on 
input x, and output ~,(x, y+))p otherwise (z + denotes the successor of  the string z in 
the lexicographical ordering). [] 

How are monotonically i-enumerable sets related to PSPAC E and the polynomial- 
t ime hierarchy? Ce.o, ainly every monotonically i-enumerable set is contained in 
PSPACE, but is it possible that, for example,  all such sets are contained in the 
polynomial-time hierarchy? In the following, we suggest a negative answer to this 
question. 

in particular, we show that the class of  monotonically bi-enumerable sets is 
"'essentially" the same (in this case up to polynomial-time one-one reductions) as 
the complexity class ~ P ,  parity polynomial time, which was defined by 
Papadimitriou and Zachos [40] and Goldschlager and Parberry [15]. 

Definition 6.4. (1) L e a P  if there is a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing 
machine N such that, for all x, N ( x )  has an odd number of  accepting paths if and 
only i f x c  L [40, 15]. 

(2) L is near-testable if the function 

10 if exactly one o f x  and the lexicographical predecessor o f x  is in L, 
h ( x ) = otherwise, 

is polynomial-time computable [14]. 

Goldsmith,  Hemachandra,  Joseph and Young [!1] proved--again  up to poly- 
nomial-time one-one reductions---that ~ P  coincides with the class of  near-testable 
sets. Though ~ P  contains certain relatively large s~bsets of  NP, such as UP and 
FewP [8] (see also [34]), it is not known whether N P c ~ P ;  indeed, there is a 
relativized world in which this fails [50]. 
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Theorem 6.5. (1) Every monotonically bi-enumerable set is near-testable. 
(2) Every set in ~ P  is polynomial-time one-one reducible to a set that is monotonicaily 

bi-enumerable. 

Proof. (1) Let f be the monotonic function that enumerates L and /~, and let x 
denote the lexicographical predecessor ofx.  Then h(x)  ~f 0 i f f ( x  ) = x and h(x)  ~ 1 
otherwise witnesses the near-testability of  L. 

(2) The proof  uses the methods of  Goldsmith et al. [!1].  For L ~ P  let p be a 
monotonically increasing polynomial and R(x,  y) be a polynomial-time computable 
predicate such that 

x e L ~ [l{y [ R(x, y)  and lyl -- p(lxl)-  2}ll is odd. 

We define R'(x, y) to be the polynomial-time computable predicate that fulfills, for 
b, b ' e  {0, I}: 

R'(x, byb') ~ (b '= I or R ( x , y ) )  and lyl = p ( I x l ) - 2 .  

Note that, for all x, I[{y[R'(x,y)}[I is even, whereas x ¢ L  if and only if 
~.[[{y[ R'(x, y)}l[ is odd. Furthermore we define 

L'={z l there  are an odd number  of  pairs (x ' , y ' ) , l y ' l=p( Ix 'D and 
((x',y'))p <~le, ((x,y))p, for which R' (x ' , y ' )  holds, where (x ,y)  
is the unique pair in D e such that ((x, y))p = z}. 

Now g ( x ) ~ f  ((x, 01 p~l,IH))p one-one reduces L to L', since 

x e  t ~ ' l l iy lR ' (x ,y)) l l  i sodd  

<o I1{: ly' <~,e, 01P'~'~'-' and R'(x,  y')  holds, where (x, y ' )  is 
the unique pair in Dp such that ((x, y'))p = z}H is odd 

((x, Ol P'l'l'-a))p ~ L'. 

it remains to show that L'  is monotonically bi-enumerable. For a given pair ((x, y))p 
we have to find the next ((x', Y'))e such that for the pairs that lie lexicographically 
between ((x, y))p and ((x', y°))p an even number  of  times R'  holds. Clearly, among 
the three lexicograpbical successors of  ((x, y)), we will find such a pair, since at least 
every second element in the lexicographical ordering belongs to L'. []  

It follows immediately from the above proof  that there are complete sets for ~ P  
that are monotonically i-enumerable. If L is any complete set for O P  then the set 
L' built from L by the above proof  is a monotonically i-enumerable ~P-comple te  set. 

Corollary 6.6. There are monotonically i-enumerable ~ P-complete sets. 

Thus, monotonically bi-enumerable sets are "essentially" the same as the O P  sets 
and the near-testable sets. Parts ( ! )  and (2) of  Corollary 6.7 now follow from the 
downward closure of  O P  under many-one reductions. Part 3 is a consequence of  
Toda's  result that ~ p c  ~ [  implies PH = ~'f÷t [49]. 
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Corollary 6.7. (I) Every monotonically bi-enumerable set is contained in ~P .  

(2) The downward-closures under polynomial-time many-one reductions o f  ~ P ,  the 

class o f  near-testable sets, and the class o f  bi-enumerable sets are equal. 

(3) I f  every monotonic bi-enumerable set is contained in the polynomial-time 

hierarchy then the polynomial hierarchy collapses. In fact, i f  a monotonically bi. 

enumerable set to which any ~P-complete set reduces is in "; ~ , then PH = Y~'+ i- 

7. Conclusions 

Most of classical complexity theory studies the complexity of language recognition, 

but recently there has been much interest in the complexity of operations other than 
set recognition. This paper studied the complexity of enumerating elements of 
complex sets, and related it to the complexity of self-reductions within the set. We 
investigated a broad class of sets that have certain kinds of weak self-reducibilities, 
or paddings, and proved that all such sets have methodical, polynomial-time compu- 
table, enumeration schemes--that is, they are i-enumerable, in particular, this paper 
proved that all exponential-time complete sets are i-enumerable, and that all NP- 
complete sets yet obtained by direct construction are i-enumerable. It remains an 
open question whether all NP-complete sets are i-enumerable. Since we constructed 
a nontrivial relativized world that has NP-complete sets that are not i-enumerable, 
this problem will be hard to resolve with current techniques. Another open problem 
is to characterize the i-enumerable sets in terms of some relatively simple form of 
self-reducibility. Finally, as discussed in Section 2, the relation of i-enumerabili~y 
to other notions of polynomial-time enumeration is not yet fully understood. 
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